
2017/2018 Annual Report 

Fresh organic vegetables (and fruit)…  
…direct from the farm… 

…to Kentish Town 



Welcome and foreword from Tom Steele 
 
 
Welcome to the Kentish Town Vegbox 2017/2018 Annual Report. 
 
The unusual weather, driven by climate change, has meant a tough year for us, and for 
our farms too.  
 
The late spring frosts in 2017 led to a poor apple and pear harvest in the autumn, and 
English organic fruit ran out entirely by February 2018. We had to stop our fruit 
supplement for several months, the first time we’ve ever had to do this. When the soft fruit 
began to come back in May, it was poor quality, impacted by another cold snap at the end 
of spring 2018.  
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That freezing cold spring then turned into the hottest, driest summer in many years. Hughes Organics lost their entire 

broccoli and sweetheart cabbage crop when the temperatures rose in June. All the farms struggled with irrigation. Our 

London supplier, Calabaza, stopped trading. It was challenging for us to ensure an adequate supply of varied produce 

each week, and the quality of veg was generally quite poor through much of the year, hot weather causing it to spoil 

much more quickly than usual. 

 

We lost quite a few members over quality issues this year, especially new members who had only recently joined. We 

had our biggest dip in member numbers over the summer of 2018, before climbing back up again by the autumn.  

 

However, we look ahead to the future with renewed optimism. We have now reached 200 members, a longstanding goal. 

We have partnered with several new collection points around Kentish Town. We are having discussions about managing 

an exciting potential new food growing space in Camden Market. We are joining up with other community box schemes 

around London to launch a collective delivery and distribution depot. This will mean we can coordinate on orders with 

farms and ensure we all receive fresher produce and reduce our food miles. 

 

Tom Steele 

Kentish Town Vegbox                                                    6 December 2018 

 

 



Thanks to the people that make Vegbox work! 
 
 
 
Thanks to all our amazing staff and volunteers who do all the packing and delivering of the veg to our  collection points, 
come rain or shine: Carla, Caroline, Chloe, Ewan, Giulia, Ian, Kendal, Mags, Mariangela, Olek, Phil, Ros, Ross, Ruth, 
Usha and Yan. 
 
Thanks for the commitment, wisdom and guidance given by our volunteer Directors: Alice, Carla, Iain, Peter, Ruth and 
Tom. 
 
Thanks to Matthew who supports Vegbox voluntarily with its customer research, evaluation and performance reporting. 
 
Thanks to our amazing network of collection points, who look after our veg every week without fail on behalf of our 
members: Jo at The Grafton, Jay at Abbey Tavern, Mel at Kentish Town Health Centre, Phil at Tapping the Admiral, 
Poppy at The Pineapple, Jane at Caversham Practice, Mickey at Skip Garden, Duncan and Adam at The Star, Deepa 
at Primrose Gardens, James and Diana at Camden Market, Julie at Ruby Violet, Chelsie at Tufnell Park Tavern, and 
Marc, Lucy and Ben at the Gipsy Queen. 
 
Thanks to our suppliers: Martin and Sarah at Ripple Farm, Grahame and Lizzie at Hughes Organics, Sarah and the 
family at Sarah Green’s, Max and Vanessa from Chegworth Valley, Paresh and the team at Langridge Organics, and 
Joel from Calabaza – gone but not forgotten.  
 
Thanks to our friends and colleagues in Transition Kentish Town. This is where we started. Thanks to Growing 
Communities, who mentored us through our first few years. 
 
And thanks to all our members for your commitment, patience, good humour, passion, and love of fresh veg! We 
couldn’t have done it without you. 
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Vegbox members 
 

We are pleased to count a total of 208 

members of Vegbox in October 2018, and 

we had targeted to achieve 200 members by 

the end of 2017. Despite year-on-year 

growth ever since Vegbox began, the growth 

has slowed in recent years and we are keen 

to boost member numbers into 2019. 

September 2012: Vegbox is born ! 



  

Why should people choose Vegbox? 
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Why is a community-led organic box scheme like ours worth 

supporting? 

 

 

1. We pay fair trade prices for organic produce from human-scale 

farms that could not afford to supply to supermarkets. Most of 

our farms employ local  workers all year round on fair wages, 

not minimum wage imported seasonal labour. 

 

2. We reduce food waste: our farms harvest only what we need 

each week, and any produce left over after packing is given to 

local partners. 

 

3. We support decent jobs in Kentish Town: all paid staff earn £12 

an hour. 

 

4. Organic production conserves the soil, supports biodiversity 

and uses far less pesticides. 

 

5. Buying through a box scheme is a great way of following a 

healthy, local, seasonal diet. 

 

6. We are trying to change the world! We are building a better 

food system in which we support sustainable farms, create 

decent jobs, and consume our food more mindfully.  

 



  

Impact on people 
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26% of members say Vegbox has 
increased their creativity in cooking: 

• “Being a member forces me to experiment and 
come up with new ways to cook” 

• “I love the 'ready, steady cook' aspect of it” 

25% of members say Vegbox has 
diversified their diet: 

• “It has introduced me to some wonderful veggies” 

• “I eat vegetables I otherwise wouldn't”  

16% of members say Vegbox has 
helped them to eat more healthily: 

• “We eat so much more healthily - this scheme is 
wonderful - it should be subsidised by the 
government” 

• “It is so much more convenient to eat healthily 
when there is always veg in the fridge”   

14% of members say Vegbox has 
given them new ideas and recipes: 

•  “I appreciate your recipes and try them out” 

• “We love Tom’s weekly newsletter and recipes” 

According to our latest members’ survey, carried out in July 2018, we know that Vegbox has positively influenced 

how 90% of its members cook. When we explored exactly how this had changed for them, we were pleased to 

learn that a wide variety of positive behaviours were being influenced through being a member 



  

Vegbox’s collection points 
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1.Thanet, 2.Gipsy Queen, 

3.Grafton, 4.Abbey, 

5.Tapping the Admiral, 

6.Camden Market, 7.Skip 

Garden, 8.Primrose 

Gardens, 9.KT Health 

Centre, 10.Caversham 

Group Practice, 11.Ruby 

Violet, 12.Star, 13.Tufnell 

Park Tavern, 14. Pineapple 

http://health.community-solutions.co.uk/showcase.html
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://mytufnellpark.com/page/directory/_/eating-and-drinking/tufnell-park-tavern-r30&ei=JhygVcnfL6Ln7gakiKJQ&bvm=bv.97653015,d.bGQ&psig=AFQjCNELr0N6bhxfW_TPOuRcCGInQTqv6g&ust=1436642716585005
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=https://www.flickr.com/photos/55935853@N00/8763971845&ei=xxygVa_LGueY7gbW1YbgBw&bvm=bv.97653015,d.bGQ&psig=AFQjCNFKwv2jsNDjgggsJdwFpwvQkLahOg&ust=1436642882756187


Vegbox’s collection points – a community partnership  
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• We thank the staff at all of our collection points for volunteering their space and 

time to help give out weekly bags to our members across the Kentish Town 

community.  

 

• We grew the total number of collection points to 14 over 2017/2018, with 

Camden Market, a Kentish Town GP practice, a Kings Cross venue and two 

popular pubs (The Pineapple and Tapping the Admiral).  

 

• When surveyed earlier in 2018, our members said they felt that the collection point 

arrangements were generally good.  

 

• The Grafton pub in Kentish Town now has a regular vegan dish on their menu 

made with Vegbox’s produce. 

 

 

 

• We also know that 59% of Vegbox members using commercial businesses as 

their collection point say that they use the collection point’s services more 

often as a direct result of being a member of Vegbox. We now have evidence of 

what we had thought was true; being a Vegbox collection point is good for business 

– not only to promote a sense of community but also commercially for those taking 

part. As one member said: 

 

 “We buy ice-cream at Ruby Violet every month, and it’s completely  

 because we go there to pick up our veg - they’re great!”  

 

 

59% 



  

Vegbox’s core values 
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Extent to which members support Vegbox’s 5 core values  

30% 

22% 22% 
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Being a
cooperative

(Proportion of respondents ranking each principle as the most important to them: 2018) 

Vegbox was set up in 2012 with 6 core values, shown below. When 

surveyed in 2018, members said  that their most popular core value 

was being committed to organic production, with 30% of member 

respondents choosing this as the core value most important to them. 

Some members support all the core values equally; “Tough choice - 

all principles are crucial for me, you’re the only one combining all of 

them!”.  

Proportion of Vegbox members 

who are vegan or vegetarian 

Vegbox also aims to get the 

balance of recipes in the 

weekly newsletters right for its 

members. A total of 40% of 

Vegbox’s household members 

surveyed in 2018 were either 

vegan or vegetarian: 

Vegetarian 

= 32% 

Vegan = 8% 

Neither = 60% 



Vegbox’s top 3 suppliers  
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1. Hughes Organics 2. Ripple Farm Organics 3. Chegworth Valley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grahame Hughes has been 

growing organically since 

1982, and coordinates 

organic farming across a 

wide area. He has his own 

farm at Bunwell, Norfolk. He 

sources other veg from 

partner farms in Norfolk and 

Lincolnshire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Martin Mackay from Ripple 

Farm runs a small Soil 

Association certified organic 

farm in the Stour Valley, 

Kent. Their light, chalky 

soils produce vegetables of 

great taste and quality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chegworth Valley is a 

family owned and run fruit 

farm situated in the heart of 

the Kent countryside, near 

the village of Harrietsham.   

 

It was established by the 

Deme family in 1983 and 

provides Vegbox with 

delicious organic fruit! 

Coming in 
2019 

And… 

Better 
Food 
Shed 

Camden 
Salad 
Garden 
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Vegbox’s food miles 

Vegbox is one of the very few vegetable box schemes that 

sources produce only from the UK, in order to reduce 

unnecessary food miles and enjoy living within the limits of 

what is seasonally available.  Vegbox tracks the food miles it 

accumulates; most of the produce (78% by value in 2017) 

travels in the 15-100 miles bracket. 

 

In 2017, our total spend on vegetables and fruit amounted to 

£47,000 (2016: £45,000; 2015: £32,000). It is a sad fact that 

there are very few truly London-based growers, and this is 

shown in the trend in our value of spend by distance travelled. 

We are pleased that most of our veg (by value) does not travel 

more than 100 miles to reach us – and all of it comes from 

England.  
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The problem with British fruit 

 

While we can grow a wide range of veg 

all-year-round in the UK, fruit is much 

more difficult because of our climate. As a 

nation we import 90% of our fruit. Climate 

change is making fruit growing ever more 

difficult. 

 

From March to May 2018, Vegbox’s 

suppliers ran out of UK organic fruit for the 

first time and we had to stop our fruit 

supplement for several months. 

 

We need to decide what to do when this 

happens again: 

<15 miles 15-100 miles >100 miles 

 

When UK fruit runs out, what do 

Vegbox members think we should 

do? 

 

a) Buy fruit from Europe 

 

b) Put extra veg in the fruit bags 

instead 

 

c) Supply conserved British fruit 

instead (e.g. fruit compotes, 

jams, leathers, etc) 
 



What happens on Vegbox’s packing days 
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Meet some members of the packing team 
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Vegbox engages our members with 

volunteering opportunities. Packing 

volunteers who help out regularly at 

our base in Kentish Town on 

Wednesdays receive a 20% discount 

on their Vegbox bag, and also get to 

take a few leftover veg at the end of 

the day for their efforts! Here are 

some of our current packing team. Do 

get in touch if you would like to join 

us! 

Ian, who lives in Tufnell Park, has been part of the 

packing team for about a year. He says “I really like 

the social part of the job… we work closely 

together in a real team effort…Getting the van back 

on time can be stressful! I enjoy doing the driving 

and it feels like we doing something important – 

getting the veg to everyone.” 

 

“We have nice lunches in our break, Ewan often 

makes amazing home-made bread and Ruth 

usually whips up a lovely salad using the week’s 

produce.” 

  

Ewan, from south London, has been part of the team for 2 

years. He says he has learned a lot about vegetables despite 

already being a vegetarian – “I am acquainting myself with all 

sorts of varieties. We often share ideas with each other while 

we are packing – you talk about veg over the veg!” 

 

“The worst bit is the windy and wet weather but we carry on 

anyway!” 

 

“We have 14 collection points and I help drive the van – it’s fun 

to get to know the staff there who are all brilliant and very 

accommodating”  

Ruth, who lives in Kentish Town, 

says she loves “the camaraderie and 

the mud!”. “When it’s wet it can be 

tedious, there’s a lot less floorspace 

as we have to keep everything 

covered.” 

She loves living in the Kentish Town 

area – “it’s got great shops – I love 

Phoenicia and Earth on the High 

Street”   

Phil from Tufnell Park, 

has been with the team 

for 2 years. “I like feeling 

like I’m doing my bit for 

the community – getting 

the organic veg out to 

our members.” 

 

 

Olek, from Ukraine, 

who now lives in 

Tufnell Park, has 

been with the team 

since the spring. 

“What I like is it helps 

me practice my 

English… and the 

humour.. It’s great 

chatting with the 

team!” 

 

  

 

 

Yan has been with the team 

since the very beginning (2012): 

“I like that we’re supplying 

organic and it’s a local, seasonal 

scheme. I grew up with veg 

really, my dad used to grow a lot 

himself… I like being close to the 

weekly produce we distribute.” 

 

Ewan 

Yan 

Ian 

Ruth 

Olek 

Phil 



Vegbox’s use of plastic  
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Plastic and packaging are high on the agenda at the moment and it is certainly something many 

of our members regularly get in touch about! For example, some responses to our recent 

survey:  

 

“Too much plastic packaging! Can there be more paper bags?”  

“We would rather not have veggies wrapped in plastic bags” 

 

As an organisation we mostly think about packaging from the perspective of its overall carbon 

footprint and lifecycle, though there are other angles to consider.  

 

Plastic type 1: Nylon: 

 

Our veg comes in a re-usable nylon bag that you bring back every week. When we bought the 

nylon bags, we weighed up lots of different options. We went with nylon because it is quite 

cheap to make, it's light and compact, it has a relatively low carbon footprint (certainly compared 

to cotton or jute options), and is one of the most robust and re-usable options. 

 

Inside that nylon bag, we use as little packaging as possible. But some packaging is usually 

necessary. Stuff like onions, potatoes, carrots, root veg we put loose into the bag. Things like 

mushrooms or tomatoes we need to bag separately in a paper bag. 

 

Plastic type 2: Polyethylene “polybags”: 

 

We use polyethylene “polybags” for our leafy veg to stop it from drying out and to prolong its life. 

In general we find that if we pack the leafy veg loose, it wilts too quickly and we worry that our 

members will then throw it away. There is far more energy embodied in our food than in the 

packaging. We think that avoiding food being thrown away should be the number one priority 

from a carbon footprint perspective.  

 

Plastic type 3: Hard-plastic PET (polyethylene terephthalate): 

 

When we buy soft fruit in the summer, this often comes in hard plastic punnets, made from PET. 

Our commitment to sustainable 

alternatives to plastic: 

For both polyethylene and PET, it 

feels like there are sustainable 

alternatives on their way, such as 

an emerging ‘new breed’ of 

compostable bags and punnets. 

However, at the moment, 

compostable bags do not 

effectively retain the moisture of the 

veg. Through our network of 

community box schemes  (Better 

Food Traders) we are actively 

researching compostable 

alternatives. We commit to 

introducing such alternatives when 

they become viable. 



2015 2016 2017
2018
YTD

Online/Twitter/Facebook/Instagram 17% 13% 37% 36%

Word of mouth 23% 25% 37% 30%

Poster or flyer 24% 20% 10% 23%

Event/other 4% 11% 7% 6%

KentishTowner 8% 12% 3% 3%

Transition Kentish Town and other Transition groups 20% 17% 3% 1%

Growing Communities 4% 2% 3% 1%
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Marketing channels for Vegbox 
Vegbox increasingly relies on online marketing to help potential new members to know about its service. Renewed efforts by the 

volunteers and staff over 2018 to use platforms such as Facebook and Instagram are paying off. Word of mouth remains a powerful 

marketing channel.  We have also increased our flyering in a more consistent way in late 2018, which has had success, with more 

people quoting ‘flyer’ than ‘poster’ in recent times. 

Members 

responses to 

‘How did you 

hear about us?’ 



• Although we always ask, we are not always told a reason why leavers of Vegbox choose to move on. In fact, ‘Unknown’ was 

recorded as a reason for leaving for around half of all leavers. However we do know that for those who tell us, moving away from 

the area is the dominant reason for people leaving Vegbox.  

• Key trends over time that Vegbox is aware of include a slight increase in the number of people quoting their unhappiness with the 

quality, quantity of value for money over the last 3 years, but this is still low at only 8%.  

• We are pleased that the collection point arrangements are no longer a major issue, partly thanks to the growth and variety of 

collection points across the operating area. 
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Why people leave Vegbox 
 

Vegbox leavers’ reasons for leaving, 2015-2018 

2015 2016 2017

2018 

YTD

Difference 

(2015 versus 

2018 YTD)

1.Moving away from area 37% 43% 64% 55% 18%

2.Chaotic / unpredictable lifestyle 13% 15% 9% 8% -5%

3.Not getting through the veg 13% 11% 9% 8% -5%

4.Work commitments getting in way 5% 8% 3% 8% 3%

5.Unhappy with quantity / quality / VfM 6% 2% 6% 8% 2%

6.Tightening personal budget 6% 9% 1% 5% -1%

7.Chose another veg supplier 3% 4% 4% 4% 1%

8.Dietary considerations 4% 0% 1% 1% -3%

9.Collection point arrangements too restrictive 10% 8% 3% 1% -9%

10.Access to allotment or garden 3% 0% 0% 0% -3%

All reasons for leaving 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Leavers of Vegbox – feedback in their own words 
 
Recent (2017-2018) feedback from leavers of Vegbox 

 
“Overall the Vegbox experience has been wonderful and my family and I are 

really going to miss it.” 
 

“It has been great feeling part of a community here in Kentish Town. We 
have enjoyed it so much, it is amazing to eat local and seasonal… no doubt 

it is a huge step for making the world better, healthier, and more just.” 
 

“I just wanted to say how much I enjoyed Kentish Town Vegbox and how 
special I think the idea is. The team does a wonderful job.” 

 
“It was like a gift every Wednesday, I loved it so much!” 

 
“Your service has been impeccable, food delectable - never have I ever had 
such an array of vegetables. I shall miss the excitement of looking into my 

bag each week to see what meals I have in store.” 
 

“We wanted to say thank you for the work you do in bringing local and fresh 
produce, it has certainly opened our eyes to new foods and made us think 

more about where the food we eat comes from and how is grown.” 
 

“We’ve really enjoyed Vegbox and the love and care you put into the 
scheme, especially those recipe cards!” 

 

 
 
 
“I would like to buy organic ideally but 

it’s just too expensive for me.” 
 
 

“I have to say it didn't work for me as I 
have a very variable and sometimes 

unpredictable routine…picking up the 
veg was an extra thing on my long list 
of things to do (even if it had a good 

pick up windows at the pub).” 
 
 

“I do really think Vegbox is a great 
initiative but the quality of the 

produce, particularly the fruit, is very 
inconsistent, and for this reason I often 

feel I do not get my full money’s 
worth.” 
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Vegbox financial statement (2017 and 2016) 
 

Notes 

 

a) There was a 

notable increase in 

total income in 2017 

(up 12% to almost 

£68,000). This was 

due to the price rise 

implemented in 

September 2017. 

 

b) Exceptional costs 

on equipment 

largely fell in 2017 

when we invested 

in reusable nylon 

bags for members.  

 

Kentish Town Vegbox Ltd

An industrial and provident society (IPS), registered in the UK

Registration number 31764 R, regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Audited income and expenditure statement

Comparing calendar year 2017 to calendar year 2016

Income £ % £ %

Vegbox member income 65,988 97% 58,684 100%

Income from sales to Angel Greens 1,830   3%

Total Vegbox income 67,818 100% 58,684 100%

Expenditure £ % £ %

Cost of sales Vegetables and fruit 47,291 69% 45,216 72%

Cost of sales Staff & volunteer costs 10,249 15% 9,381   15%

Administrative expenses Equipment (and bags) 2,462   4% 223      0%

Administrative expenses Transport 2,342   3% 2,292   4%

Administrative expenses Rent 1,800   3% 1,800   3%

Cost of sales Other direct costs (misc) 1,701   2% 1,400   2%

Administrative expenses Accountancy 750      1% 420      1%

Administrative expenses Marketing 717      1% 525      1%

Administrative expenses Printing 403      1% 285      0.5%

Administrative expenses Insurance 362      1% 315      0.5%

Administrative expenses Depreciation 260      0.4% 347      1%

Administrative expenses Phone and text messages 242      0.4% 645      1%

Administrative expenses Surcharge 202      0.3% 301      0.5%

Administrative expenses FCA (Financial Conduct Authority) fee 65        0.1% -       0%

Total Vegbox expenditure 68,846 100% 63,150 100%

Total Vegbox Surplus (deficit) 1,028-   4,466-   

20162017


